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Tesco to scrap ‘unjustified’ 24-hour 
opening at large stores

Tesco is to call time on 24-hour opening at large 
stores where sales figures no longer justify the 

operational costs.

In the latest move by CEO Dave Lewis to shire up the 
supermarket giant’s finances, the Tesco boss has told 
management that stores will open at 6am and close 

at midnight in areas with some of the lowest 
footfalls.

Tesco has already made the decision to shut two of 
its Extra stores at night, although its not revealing 
their location while staff are consulted about the 

changes, and it is understood other stores will follow 
suit. Tesco stressed there would be a “limited” 
impact on jobs, with night operations such as 
preparation for online deliveries and in-store 

availability continuing as usual after the doors shut 
to customers.

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/tesco-to-scrap-unjustified-
24-hour-opening-at-large-stores/525025.article

Arla ups price paid to farmers for first time in 
six months

An upturn in global dairy commodity prices and recent 
retailer initiatives to pay more to dairy farmers have 

contributed to Arla’s first milk price increase in more than 
six months.

The dairy co-op said it would increase the price paid to on-
account dairy farmers by 0.5 eurocents from Monday 28 

September.

When applied to a UK standard litre, the increase amounts 
to a 0.38 pence pet litre uplift.

However, the effect of fluctuations in exchange rates on 
Arla’s pricing mechanism means there will also be a 0.35ppl 

negative impact on its milk price, taking its UK standard 
litre for October to 23.04ppl, or 0.03ppl higher than its 

August and September price.

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/arla-ups-price-
paid-to-farmers-for-first-time-in-six-months/525142.article

Publicity stunt: Heineken unveils action-
packed Bond ad

Click here to see the viedo…

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/publicity-stunt-heineken-unveils-
action-packed-bond-ad/525087.article

Milk brand A1 launches two long-life UHT 
cartons

Milk brand A2 has moved into the long-life category 
with the launch of two new UHT products.

The new format 1-litre Tetra Pak cartons went on sale 
in Ocado on 21 September, in skimmed and semi-

skimmed variants at an introductory price of £1 (rsp: 
£1.39), and have a six-month shelf life.

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/new-product-
development/milk-brand-a2-launches-two-long-life-uht-

cartons/525028.article

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/tesco-to-scrap-unjustified-24-hour-opening-at-large-stores/525025.article
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/arla-ups-price-paid-to-farmers-for-first-time-in-six-months/525142.article
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/publicity-stunt-heineken-unveils-action-packed-bond-ad/525087.article
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/new-product-development/milk-brand-a2-launches-two-long-life-uht-cartons/525028.article
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CONTACT
If you would like to discuss any field marketing requirements or any other aspects of the RSS 

operation, one of our Directors would be delighted to hear from you.

Grocery Multiples Joe McManus joemcmanus@rss.uk.com 07971 889875

Grocery Tactical Graeme Kelly graemekelly@rss.uk.com 07773 389308

Cash & Carry/Convenience Chris Rhodes chrisrhodes@rss.uk.com 07792 027433
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